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Python string format variable width

Python v2.7 introduced a new string fomatting method, which is now the default Python3. I started this string formatting cookbook as a quick link to help me format numbers and rows. Thanks to other contributors, I developed samples over time. Python 3.6 introduced, formatted string literates, often referred to as f-strings
as another way to help format rows. Navigate to the new section of rows F below. Format numbers This table provides various ways to format numbers using Python art.format(), including examples of floating formatting and integer formatting. To start samples, use the following print(FORMAT.format(NUMBER) ; To get
the output of the first example, you would run: print({:.2f}.format(3.1415926) by formatting the slides to two decimal places; Description of the number format output 3.1415926 {:.2f} 3.14 Format Floating 2 Decimal Places 3.1415926 {:+.2f} +3.14 Format Floating 2 Decimal Places with Sign -1 {:+.2f} -1.00 Format floating 2
decimal places with the sign 2.71828 {:.0f} 3 Format floats without decimal marks 5 {:0&gt;2d} 05 Pad number with zeros (left fill, width 2) 5 {:x&lt;4d} 5xxx Pad number with x (right fill, width 4) 10 {:x&lt;4d} 10xx Pad number with x's (right fill, width 4) 1000000 {:,} 1,000,000 number format with comma separator 0.25 {:.2%}
25.00% Percentage of format 10000000000 {:.2e} 1.00e+09 Expone notation 100913 {:10d} 13 Right-aligned (default, width 10) 13 {:&lt;10d} 13 Left aligned (width 10) 13 {:^10d} 13 Center aligned (width 10) row.format() Basics Here are some basic examples of row changes , {} is a placeholder for alternate variables. If
no format is specified, it will be inserted and formatted as a string. s1 = show me {}.format(money) s2 = hmmm, that is{ {} {}.format(delicious, hamburger) You can also use the numeric position of the variables and replace them in the rows, which gives some flexibility in formatting if you make an error in a order that you
can easily correct without mixing all the variables. s1 = {0} is better than {1} .format(emacs, vim) s2 = {1} is better than {0} .format(emacs, vim)  Tip: You can use {} as a variable in formatting brackets (h/t Peter Beens for tip). This example uses a precision variable to control how many decimal places to display: pi =
3.1415926 accuracy = 4 printing( {:.{} f}.format( pi, precision ) ~~ 3.1415 Older % string formater Before python 2.6, the way to format the rows was slightly simpler, albeit limited by the number of arguments it can get. These methods still work from Python 3.3, but there are hidden threats to completely underestimate
them, although there is no time table. [PEP-3101] Formatting the number of a floating encromising point: An example in which an older % is compared with floating number formatting pi = 3.14159 print( pi = %1.2f ' %pi) # old printing( pi = {:.2f}.format( pi )) # new value of multiple substitutes Example comparing variable
substitute: s1 = cat s2 = dogs s3 = %s %s living together % (s1, s2) s4 = {} and {} live together .format(s1, s2) Insufficient arguments Using an older format method, I often get errors: TypeError: not enough arguments for a string or TypeError: not all arguments converted during string formatting because incorrectly
counting my alternate variables by doing something similar to this was easy to skip the variable. The new Python string formater that you can use to count the settings, so you don't have to count how much you have, at least half of it. set = ({0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}) .format(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) More string formatting with
.format() Function format() offers the correct amount of additional features and capabilities, here are some useful tips and tricks for using .format() Named arguments You can use the string format as a template engine by using named arguments instead of requiring strict order. madlib = '{object} is before
{noun}.format(object=chair, place=wall) ~~ The chair is located at the border  If you are using Python 3.6 or later, see <a0><a1></a1></a0>. Reusing the same variable multiple times using %for a format requires a strict order of variables, the .format() method allows them to be put in any order, as well as reuse. str =
O {0}, {0}! therefore art {0}?. format(Romeo) ~~ O Romeo, Romeo! because of the art you romeo? Convert values to different bases Surprisingly usage, you can use the string format command to convert numbers to different bases. Use the formatat letter to specify which number base: Decimal, hexadecimal, octal, or
binary. In this example, formats the number 21 in each base: print({0:d} - {0:x} - {0:o} - {0:b} .format(21)) ~~ 21 - 15 - 25 - 10101 Use format as a function You can use the .format function to separate text and formatting from code. For example, add all formats at the beginning of an app for later use. ## defining formats
email_f = Your email address was {email}.format ## use elsewhere print(email_f(email=bob@example.com)) hat tip lands that submitted this to reddit. Using a format as a function can be used to format according to user preferences. ## to set the user's preferred format num_format = {:,}.format ## use elsewhere to



print(num_format(1000000)) Internationalization To use locale specific formatting for numbers, you must first set the locale, and then instead of d use formatting code n. For example, separate thousands of numbers by user locale in commas or periods. Here's an example that sets the locale and formats the number to
display the correct separator: import locale.setlocale(locale. LC_ALL, ') print({:n}.format(1000000)) Call braces If you use str.format() to use brace() just double them: print( Set {} is often labeled as {% %}{{0}}{%endraw %}.format(blank)~ A blank set is often referred to as Table formatting data Use width and left and right
justification to align data to a beautiful table format. Here's an example of how to format: # data starters = [ [ Andre Iguodala, 4, 3, 7 ], [ Klay Thompson, 5, 0, 21 ], [ Stephen Curry, 5, 8, 36 ], [ Draymon Green, 9, 4, 11 ], [ Andrew Bogut, 3, 0, 2 ], ] ] # define the format line = | {player:&lt;16s} | {reb:2d} | {ast:2d} | {pts:2d} |. p
format in starters: print(row(player=p[0], reb=p[1], ast=p[2], pts=p[3])) This would output: | Andre Iguodala | Klay Thompson 12 December 2004 12 December 2004 | 5 December 2004 1 December 2004 21 December 2004 | Stephen Curry | 5 December 2004 8 36 December 2004 | Draymon Green | 1 December 2004 1 1
December 2004 | Andrew Bogut | 3 December 2004 1.2.2004— 3 December 2004— 3 December 2004— 1.2.2. F-Strings Python 3.6 introduced formatted string literates-another method for formatting rows, called f-strings, because you can start the string by indicating the outside of f quotes, such as the f string. F-
strings use shorter syntax to make the template easier and easier. book = Lord of the Rings author = J.R.R. Tolkien print( f{book} written by {author} ) # outputs: The Lord of the Rings was written by J.R.R. Tolkien formatted line liteals support running functions in brackets { } this allows: 1. Is math with f lines: print( fAr
math: 3 * 6 = {3 * 6} ) # outputs: Is math: 3 * 6 = 18 2. Call functions with f lines; verb = running print (f Girl {verb.upper()} works fast. ) # exits: Girl works fast. You can use f-strings using three different types of quotation marks in Python, single, double, or triple quotation marks. All output will be the same: name = Fred
print( f'{name}' ) print( f'{name} ) print( f{name} ) One thing you want to be careful about is to mix two formats, if you try to use {} in row f, you will get an error: Syntax filter: f string: Blank expression is not allowed For each parenthesis used in row f, you need a value or variable. Resources last modified on 6 July 2020
Python f-line tutorial, shows how to format rows of Python with f-string. Python f-string Python f string is the latest Python syntax to perform string formatting. It is available from Python 3.6. Python f-strings provide a faster, clearer, more concise, and less error-driven way of formatting python strings. F-rows have a prefix f
and use {} parentheses to evaluate values. The specifiers formatting of types, filling, or alignment are indicated after the colon symbol; for example: f'{price:.3}', where the price is the name of the variable. Python string formatting This example summarizes the python line formatting options. formatting_strings.py
#!/usr/bin/env python3 name = 'Peter' age = 23 print('%s is %d years' % (name, age)) print('{} is {} years age)) print(f'{name} is {age} years') In the example, the row is formatted with two variables. print('%s is %d year' %(name, age)) This is the oldest option. It uses % operators and a classic string format, such as %s and
%d. %d. is {} years ago'.format(name, age)) Since Python 3.0 was introduced function format() to provide pre-formatting options. print(f'{name} is {age} years ago) Python f strings are available from Python 3.6. The row contains a prefix f and uses {}to evaluate the variables. $python formatting_string.py Peter is 23 years
old Peter is 23 years old Peter is 23 years old We have the same production. We can place expressions of python f line expression between {} parentheses. expressions.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 bags = 3 apples_in_bag = 12 print(f'Total contains {bags * apples_in_bag} apples') The example evaluates the expression in
row f. $python expressions.py A total of 36 apples in this production. Python f-string dictionaries We can work with dictionaries f-lines. dicts.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 user = {'name': 'John Doe', 'occupation': 'gardener'} print(f'{user['name']} is {user['occupation']}) The example evaluates the dictionary in row f. $python
dicts.py John Doe is a gardener in this production. Python f-string debug Python 3.8 introduced a self-documentation expression with = symbol. debug.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 import math x = 0.8 print(f'{math.cos(x) = }') print(f'{math.sin(x) = }') The sample outputs Sine and Cosine functions in debug mode. $debug.py
math.cos(x) = 0.6967067093471654 math.sin(x) = 0.7173560908995228 This is output. We can work with rows of several lines. multiline.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 name = 'John Doe' age = 32 occupation = 'gardener' msg = (f'Name: {name}' f'Age: {age}' f'Occupation: {occupation}' ) print(msg) The example shows a row of
several lines f. F rows are placed between round brackets; before each row there is an f symbol. $python multiline.py name: John Doe Age: 32 Post: Gardener It's a Production. Python f-string calling can also call functions in f-lines. call_function.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 def mymax(x, y): Return x &gt; y else y a = 3 b = 4
print(f'Max of {a} and {b} are {mymax(a, b)}') In the example, calls a custom function in row f. $python call_fun.py Max 3 and 4 is 4 this production. Python f-string objects python f-string accepts objects as well; objects must define the magic functions of __str__() __repr__(). objects.py user in the #!/usr/bin/env python3
class: def __init__(self, name, occupation): self.name = name self.occupation = occupation def __repr__(self): return f{self.name} is {self.occupation} u = User('John Doe', 'gardener') print(f'{u}') $python objects.py John Doe is a gardener in this production. Python f-string escape symbols This example shows how to avoid
certain characters in f-strings. escaping.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 print(f'Python uses {{}} variables evaludate f strings') to print(f'It was a 'great'movie') To avoid curly parenthesis, we double the character. One quotation is with the backslash. $python escaping.py Python uses {} evaludate variables f-strings This was a
great film in this production. Python f-string format datetime Format Format format datetime in the following example. format_datetime.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 import date and time now = datetime.datetime.now() print(f'{now:%Y-%m-%d %H:%M}') The example shows the formatted current datetime. Datetime format
specifiers match the : symbol. $python format_datetime.py 2019-05-11 22:39 This is the production. Python f-string format floating encroase point values have f-clad. We can also specify accuracy: the number of decimal places. Accuracy is a value that runs immediately after the point character. format_floats.py
#!/usr/bin/env python3 h = 12.3 print(f'{val:.2f}') print(f'{val:.5f}') The sample prints a formatted floating value. The $python format_floats.py 12.30 to 12.30,000 output shows the number of having two and five decimal places. Python f string format width Width specifier determines the width of the value. The value can be
filled with spaces or other characters if the value is shorter than the specified width. format_width.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 in range(1, 11): Print (f'{x:02} {x*x:3} {x*x*x:4}') The sample prints three columns. Each column has a predefined width. In the first column, 0 is used to fill shorter values. $17 format_width.py 04 64
05 125 06 216 02 02 4 03 03 03 03 03 03 27 04 04 09 812 09 81 729 10 100 1000 This is the production. Python f string justifies the row By default, the rows are justified on the left. We can use &gt; symbol to justify rows to the right. Symbol &gt; after colon character. justify.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 s1 = 'a' s2 = 'ab' s3 =
'abc's4 ='abcd' print(f'{s1:&gt;10}') print (f'{s2:&gt;10}') print(f'{s3:&gt;10}') print(f'{s4:&gt;10}') We have four rows of different lengths. We set the output width to ten characters. Values are justified on the right. $python justify.py ab abc abcd This production. Python f-line numeric noting Numbers can have various numeric
notations, such as decades or hexadecimal ones. format_notations.py #!/usr/bin/env python3 a = 300 # hexadecimal printing(f{a:x}) # octal printing(f{a:o}) # scientific printing(f{a:e}) The sample prints a value in three different savers. $python format_notations.py 12c 454 3.000000e+02 This is the output. In this guide, we
worked with Python f-lines. Visit python tutorial or list of all Python tutorials. Lessons.
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